Question to the Chief Executive

Q.1

South East Area Committee
Meeting 13th September 2021

Councillor Dermot Lacey
To ask the Manager to clarify plans for the installation of a toucan crossing at
Serpentine Avenue referred to in the following email and to provide drawings in which
such a crossing is included.
From:
SEA
Questions
and
Motions
<SEAQANDM@dublincity.ie>
Sent:
Thursday
15
July
2021
13:38
To:
Cllr
Dermot
Lacey
<Dermot.Lacey@dublincity.ie>
Cc: SEA Questions and Motions <SEAQANDM@dublincity.ie>; John MacEvilly
<john.macevilly@dublincity.ie>; Mary Taylor <mary.taylor@dublincity.ie>; Brian
Hanney
<brian.hanney@dublincity.ie>
Subject: 6.i TAG Serpentine Avenue Pedestrian Crossing , SEAC follow up Jul 21
Good afternoon Councillor,
Further to your request at Monday’s SEAC meeting for a report on the Serpentine
Avenue pedestrian crossing please see below the response from Traffic:
“The area engineer has looked into the matter of a pedestrian crossing on Serpentine
Avenue at the junction with Merrion Road. The area engineer is not in favour of locating
a pedestrian crossing at the aforementioned junction, as part of Route 14 (UCD to
Ballsbridge) to enhance walking, cycling and bus infrastructure on key access corridors
in the Dublin region. There are proposed plans for the junction of Serpentine Avenue
and Merrion Road, in terms of providing TOUCAN crossing points across Serpentine
Avenue and Merrion Road. This will require the junction to be upgraded and improved,
the area engineer is not in favour of providing a pedestrian crossing at this location,
where funding has been made available by the National Transport Authority through
Bus Connects for major improvements to this junction.

Q.2

Councillor Tara Deacy
Can a ramp be put in place on the footpath at details supplied as the resident is
wheelchair bound and cannot lift the chair over the footpath as it stands due to its
height and depth?
It was previously deemed a medical emergency and
correspondence has already been made with DCC.

Q.3

Councillor Tara Deacy
Could the utility boxes (Virgin, ESB, traffic) alongside the canal on Parnell Road be
painted and could graffiti be removed from the Health Centre and Scout Den on Parnell
Road?

Q.4

Councillor Tara Deacy
Could the manager look at the parking scenario at the shops at 116, 118, 120 Sundrive
Road? Vehicles are dangerously double-parking here. Vehicles and cyclists exiting
from Ferns Road (looking towards Sundrive Park) cannot see other vehicles turning
left at speed from Sundrive Park. Can something physical be done with this space to
prevent double-parking like the reduction of the length of the car parking spots,
introduction of markings on street?

Q.5

Councillor Tara Deacy
Could the manager look at the chaotic parking situation outside the DCC Depot on
Sundrive Road? The paths are blocked here with vehicles on a regular basis. Could
either spaces be marked on the path with enough space for pedestrians or can no
parking marking be put on the pathway to prevent this? I witnessed a mobility scooter
user having to do a U-turn and cross the road the other day due to inconsiderate
parking here.

Q.6

Councillor Tara Deacy
Could the broken utility box at 173 Clonmacnoise Road beside the bus-stop be
removed?

Q.7

Councillor Tara Deacy
Could bollards be added outside 27a Ravensdale Drive? Despite yellow lines, cars
are still parking here and making it impossible for people in wheelchairs and buggies
to get to the park safely. The area is also on a corner and makes it dangerous for road
used.

Q.8

Councillor Dermot Lacey
To ask the Manager if Dublin City Council is aware of the ownership of the lane (and
the plot of land at the top of the lane) to the rear of Beach Avenue, Sandymount and if
they could contact the owner with a view to having the very high trees overhanging
and blocking light from some of the houses seriously pruned.

Q.9

Councillor Dermot Lacey
To ask the Manager if as a matter of urgency they will respond to the complaint lodged
with Dublin City Council (DCC Response ID ANON- NAQ6- 68AC-8 Ref no: 7020778)
regarding an overlong parking bay that blocks are existing the property of *(details
supplied).

Q.10

Councillor Dermot Lacey
To ask the Manager if he would arrange for the street signs at the following to be
instated or repaired as requested
I) Street signs as follows:
a) Street sign for Mornington Road at entry from Ashfield -No sign at all at the
moment
b) Street sign for Mornington at the upper end-junction. Current sign unreadable as
lettering removed
c) Street sign for Chelmsford Lane at junction with Sallymount Avenue, current sign
unreadable as above.
d) Two street signs on Triangle (over Quillsenens estate agent)
e) Saying Cullenswood Road -the official name for that short section and ii) Saying
Charleston Road with arrow as Charleston Road starts after Luas bridge.

Q.11

Q.12

Q.13

Councillor Dermot Lacey
To ask the Manager if he will respond to the following:
Footpath no.70-88 (Chelmsford to Chelmsford lane section of 'Ranelagh'). What is
status of proposal to repave with granite paving?
Councillor Dermot Lacey
To ask the Manager if he could arrange to have the double yellow lines referred to in
the email below reinstated as soon as possible. It refers to Swan Place, Dublin 4.
Councillor Tara Deacy
Can the footpath at 42 Lavarna Grove be repaired as soon as possible, there have
been a number of accidents in recent months and the residents have requested its
repaired as a matter of urgency? Please see the photos attached, it is in very bad
condition.

Q.14

Councillor Paddy McCartan
To ask the manager to deal with the following issue from a constituent. The case
number is 2587126 and has been previously reported to DCC.
He writes,
"The footpath on Gilford Road between Brabazon House and the Strand Road is now
in an even more dangerous condition than previously. Given that this section of
footpath is used by a lot of elderly people, including the residents of Brabazon, it is
essential that it is repaired to an acceptable standard immediately."

Q.15

Councillor Paddy McCartan
Could the manager address the following issues raised by a constituent?
He writes,
Flood Relief. DCC is procuring a consultant for planning and constructing a new
boardwalk along the strand, to combine cycling access with increased flood defences
at the North Strand, Village area.
Flood Defence Project - phase 1 (section along the Strand promenade) is due to start
in September 2021.
Do you know if a consultant is on board?
Do you know if the timeline for the Flood Defence Project phase 1 is on target?
What exactly is going to be done?"

Q.16

Councillor Paddy McCartan
To ask the manager to respond to the following issues concerning Strand Road cycle
route.
He writes,
"My concern here is that DCC are spending the public's money on implementing these
decisions and then the public have to spend their own money to fight the case, it's very
easy for DCC to say that they are going to appeal the decision but they are spending
OUR money and not their own in doing so, there's something wrong with that.
Anyway originally there was some thought about incorporating this cycle track into the
proposed boardwalk on the seafront that was being considered, but now we're all
reading the alarming reports that this area and the surrounding areas will be
underwater by 2030 as it is as we all know, considered a flood plain, so why are DCC
not being proactive and start building the flood defence on the sea front and they could
incorporate the cycle path into that.
This flood defence was mooted about 12 months ago and I believe would take about
3 years to complete so now 1 year has gone by and nothing has been done. I think
that this proposed flood defence and cycle track should be put back on the agenda for

discussion, which I believe would get the support of both sides, i.e. the cyclists and
the residents because everybody is then a winner."
Q.17

Councillor Paddy McCartan
To ask the manager to repair the footpath adjacent to 14 St. Mary’s Road, Ballsbridge.
This is the third time this was requested, the last time being September 2020 and
nothing has been done. The issue has become one of safety, as many of our senior
citizens are now venturing outside following the easing of pandemic restrictions.

Q.18

Councillor Paddy McCartan
To ask the manager to arrange to have the name plate on Airfield Court, Donnybrook
repainted.
See pic below,

Q.19

Councillor Paddy McCartan
To ask the manager to have a general tree pruning on Airfield Park, Donnybrook with
particular emphasis on a cherry tree adjacent to number 4 Airfield Park, Donnybrook.

Q.20

Councillor Paddy McCartan
To ask the manager to respond to the issue raised from a constituent pertaining to
Sandymount Green.
He writes,
"I feel there is a great opportunity with the right investment by the council to make this
into a great civic space addition to Sandymount Village. If permanently pedestrianized,
it could serve both as a place for adjacent restaurants to have outdoor dining creating
a unique atmosphere. It could also be used as a space for market stalls for market
type events. In Dun Laoghaire they have beautiful pedestrianized spaces with large
umbrellas for rainy weather so an undercover space can be made easily. They are
nicely surfaced and have nicely arranged public seating in these areas that we could
easily emulate in this Sandymount Green adjacent street. These large umbrellas in
combination with tasteful lighting could make this an atmospheric location.
I feel it would be a great opportunity lost to allow this street to return to normal. If
implemented correctly this would be a great addition to the village. Any councillor with
the initiative to get behind such a project I feel would gain great credit in the community
for such a proactive and beneficial addition to the village. While some may complain
about the inability to drive down that road the other side of Sandymount Green provides
easy access to Newgrove Avenue.
I ask you that you put forward a motion to make this street permanently pedestrianized
and supply funds to resurface it and establish large umbrellas (as can be found in Dun
Laoghaire) and tasteful public seating and lighting."

Q.21

Councillor Mannix Flynn
Can the manager supply a full report with regards the possible disposal of the building
Chatham Street School of Music on Chatham Street? This report to include a full
appraisal of the building and its condition. Its status as a listed building. How DCC
made the decision to dispose of this building? Has the Council considered any further

use such as performance space, cultural centre, art gallery, live music venue, dance
studio?
Also, to supply a full report on the evaluation of the building.
Q.22

Councillor Mannix Flynn
Can the manager as a matter of urgency address the issue of a massive rat infestation
in and around the York Street apartments in York Street, Glovers Court, Mercer Street
area?

Q.23

Councillor Mannix Flynn
Can the manager have the Parks Department prune the trees at the top end of
Clanbrassil Street which are in front of the city council houses? There is a cluster of
trees here which entirely block the lights of the residents. There is also a huge issue
in relation to the sap that comes off the trees and indeed fallen leaves. There has been
very little maintenance of these trees over the years. Many residents want some of
these trees removed and those that remain pruned and kept in proper order. The
residents have to keep their lights on throughout the day, as there is no light. This is
unacceptable, very costly and leading to fuel poverty for many of our residents here.

Q.24

Councillor Mannix Flynn
Can DCC consider purchasing the site of land which is now in Peters Place for a
‘Pocket Park” of green space for the residents?

Q.25

Councillor Mannix Flynn
Can the manager ensure that the proclamation in the Rotunda of City Hall is properly
displayed and simply not discarded and dumped into a corner? This is a very important
document that deals with our history and it is entitled to a dignified position within City
Hall rotunda. Consideration should be given for a proper proclamation to be mounted
permanently on the wall of the Rotunda and that consideration be given to the removal
of the triptych of Anne Madden’s work and be replaced by the proclamation at this
location. It is more appropriate to have the proclamation in this building than a
permanent display of Anne Madden’s work which can relocated to the Hugh Lane
Gallery or Civic Offices.

Q.26

Councillor Mannix Flynn
Can the manager issue an update with regards the process of the orders of protected
structures that were agreed by DCC and the South East Area with regards the RTE
campus?
This report to include when this order of protected structure is due before the council?
Why has there been such an undue delay in protecting these important buildings?
When can we see a positive outcome here?

Q.27

Councillor Mannix Flynn
Can the manager issue a full report on how DCC SEA intend to deal with the upcoming
fireworks issue this Halloween (Samhna)? Already we have many tenants and city
residents and businesses complaining about the use of fireworks.
As you are well aware last year there was fireworks mayhem. Can DCC publish their
plan in conjunction with An Garda Siochána as to how this issue is to be dealt with and
what protections are going to be afforded to the many residents, particularly in our flat
complexes who have to put up with this dreadful situation year on year?

Q.28

Councillor Deirdre Conroy
To ask the manager and Parking Department if double yellow lines are acceptable to
be provided outside The Village Inn Lisle House, Lisle Road, Dublin 12. Proprietor

Larry O’Shea, as there is parking on the road, which blocks customers accessing or
leaving the Village Inn external car park.

Q.29

Councillor Deirdre Conroy
To ask the Manager and Parking Department to address the illegal parking at Kimmage
Grove – Larkview Football Club at the entrance of the estate where I am advised by
the enquirer that drivers are blocking the cul de sacs each night, parking on yellow
lines and on the grass verge.

Q.30

Councillor Claire Byrne
To ask the Area Manager for a progress report on ‘the compiling of an application to
the Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage for the demolition of
Glovers Court and replacement with more and better new homes’ as stated in
response to my motion in May 2021, and if this application has not yet been submitted
can the area manager please provide an timeline as to when this application will be
submitted.

Q.31

Councillor Claire Byrne
To ask the Area Manager if he will please examine the possibility of implementing
traffic calming on Grattan Street, Dublin 2. The street is being used as a rat run with
cars travelling at high speeds and something needs to be done urgently to calm the
flow. Options to consider could include installing traffic lights at the junction of Lower
Mount Street, introducing a one way system and pedestrianizing part of the street.

Q.32

Councillor Claire Byrne
To ask the Area Manager can he please provide an update on what action will be taken
with regard to the following property at details supplied which has been listed as a
derelict building and entered into the Derelict Sites Register in July 2019.

Q.33

Councillor Claire Byrne
To ask the Area Manager can he please provide an update on the redevelopment of
St. Andrew’s Court, and he can he provide a timeline for these works. The residents
are living with severe damp problems and they have access issues due to barriers
along the shared corridors.

Q.34

Councillor Claire Byrne
To ask the Area Manager can he please provide an update on the following?



Q.35

Dublin City Council meeting with the developers of the hotel at Portobello
Harbour
The installation of a coffee dock and public toilets in Portobello

Councillor Claire Byrne
To ask the Area Manager what action can be taken by Dublin City Council to support
the residents of Poolbeg Quay in fixing the ongoing water ingress issues the complex
is experiencing and can he outline what financial support is available to the residents
from DCC given that they were built by DCC as the costs quoted to fix the problems
are unaffordable to the residents and the management company.

Q.36

Councillor Claire Byrne
To ask the Area Manager has an there been an impact assessment of traffic increases
on Fishamble Street as a result of the pedestrianisation of Parliament Street, and
would Dublin City Council consider making Fishamble Street one way.

Q.37

Councillor Danny Byrne
To ask the manager if there is a greening strategy for the south-east area and if so to
please provide me with details of same.

Q.38

Councillor Danny Byrne
To ask the manager if sections of our parks in the south east area can be made into
small dog parks where owners can allow their dogs “off leash “.

Q.39

Councillor Anne Feeney
To ask the Manager to arrange for the brambles in Mount Argus Park to be cut back
as they are a danger to pedestrians and small children in buggies.

Q.40

Councillor Anne Feeney
To ask the Manager for an update on the Traffic Management solution options for
Rathdown in Terenure. This was promised at a meeting of the South East Area
Committee on 2nd Feb 2021. Seven months wait and no proposed solutions/options
is unacceptable to this Councillor and local residents.

Q.41

Councillor Anne Feeney
To ask the Manager for an update on the long overdue resurfacing of Clareville Road,
Harold’s Cross. The road surface is in a shocking condition, particularly given that it
is a road with heavy traffic and two regular bus routes (83 and 18). In which quarter of
2021 or 2022 will this work be undertaken?

Q.42

Councillor Danny Byrne
To ask the manager if some or all of the benches along the Grand Canal which are
backing on to streets be re positioned as requested by residents.

Q.43

Councillor Pat Dunne
Can a Traffic Management and Parking scheme be put in place to deal with the traffic
chaos that regularly occurs on Windmill Road in the vicinity of Willie Pearse Park?
When football matches and training are taking place local residents cannot get in out
of their own homes. Can our Traffic Advisory Group have this road surveyed and then
put in place measures to deal with this problem?

Q.44

Councillor Pat Dunne
Can the green at the entrance to Aisling Close Dublin 12 be reinstated following
damage caused in recent months?

Q.45

Councillor Daniel Ceitinn
To ask the Manager if he will arrange to have the shrubs in the garden to the rear of
the back block in Beechill Villas removed as they are giving cover to significant antisocial behaviour in Donnybrook and being used as a storage area for drugs and
alcohol.

Q.46

Councillor Daniel Ceitinn
To ask the manager if he will write to the Gardaí in Donnybrook and request that Gardaí
continue to disrupt the late night anti-social behaviour in the rear gardens of Beechill
Villas.

Q.47

Councillor Daniel Ceitinn
To ask the Manager for an update on a request for Double Yellow Lines on Sundrive
Road from outside number 87 as far as number 53 (Enquiry Ref: 7021266).

Q.48

Councillor Daniel Ceitinn
To ask the Manager for increased illegal parking enforcement measures at the junction
of Blarney Park and Sundrive Road, in particular if workers at the adjacent Dublin City
Council yard could be asked to be mindful of causing obstructions to pedestrians when
parking council vehicles on footpaths.

Q.49

Councillor Daniel Ceitinn
To ask the Manager if a public bin could be installed on the footpath outside Centra on
Kimmage Road Lower.

Q.50

Councillor Daniel Ceitinn
To ask the Manager if an outdoor exercise machine could be installed at the park on
Neagh Road.

Q.51

Councillor Daniel Ceitinn
To ask the Manager if a family will be rehoused (details supplied)

Q.52

Councillor Daniel Ceitinn
To ask the Manager if he will liaise with the relevant authorities to arrange for brown
tourism signs for Poolbeg Lighthouse, swimming locations, and the Shelley Banks as
well as other notable locations on the Poolbeg Peninsula, in particular from the
roundabout at Sean Moore/Pigeon House Road.

Q.53

Councillor Daniel Ceitinn
To ask the Manager if he is satisfied that the necessary traffic and parking
arrangements will be in place to facilitate the major development of the Irish Glass
Bottle site and if he will elaborate on the Council’s engagement (previous or planned)
for same.

Q.54

Councillor Kevin Donoghue
To ask the manager for a report on the usage of Capel St/Parliament street during the
trial pedestrianisation.

Q.55

Councillor Kevin Donoghue
To ask the manager if the lanes at the ‘new houses’ in Irishtown could be flagged for
clearing.

Q.56

Councillor Kevin Donoghue
To ask the manager if it would be possible to engage with insurance Ireland regarding
the difficulty of homes in Ringsend and Irishtown in securing home insurance,
particularly flood insurance, to see what measures the council might take to mitigate
this difficulty.

Q.57

Councillor Kevin Donoghue
To ask the manger to host a meeting with Cllrs for the South East Inner City and Gardaí
from Pearse street to discuss recent events in the area

Q.58

Councillor Kevin Donoghue
To ask the manager for a report on the use of CCTV in the Pearse Street area, if there
have been cameras broken and repaired etc.

Q.59

Councillor Kevin Donoghue
To ask the manager to add Bath Avenue and satellite streets to the programme for
tree pruning.

Q.60

Councillor Kevin Donoghue
To ask the manager if the ESB are installing electric car charging units being installed
on Bath Avenue and if so where they will be placed.

Q.61

Councillor Pat Dunne
Captains' Place. With regard to the newly built older persons’ apartment blocks beside
the Rosary brought up the following points:
Could the feasibility of adding some recycling banks near their building be examined?
Also, could an update be given on the building sites and hoarding? There is constant
dumping and it is visually unattractive, and residents feel like they are living in a
building site.

Q.62

Councillor Pat Dunne
In relation to Star Bingo Lane entrance to Willie Pearse Park could a meeting be held
with Parks, Star Bingo and local residents to see how they laneway can be made safer,
reduce dumping fires and anti-social behaviour.

Q.63

Councillor Pat Dunne
There has been an increase in fires in the last few weeks in the Crumlin area. Lourdes
football pitches and fires on Sundrive & Bangor Circle. These fires happen at nighttime but when Gardaí are called the debris is not removed and the fires are often lit a
while later. Can an interim solution until Halloween be set up to allow for these items
to be removed as a priority to prevent fires and to liaise with Gardaí? Similarly, when
fires occur, can the removal of debris be removed quickly, and the area cleaned up.

Q.64

Councillor James Geoghegan
To ask the Area Manager if Granite Place, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4 can be resurfaced.

Q.65

Councillor James Geoghegan
To ask the Area Manager to ensure that the dangerous hole in the path on Dunville
Avenue as per the attached image is fixed.

Q.66

Councillor James Geoghegan
To ask the Area Manager if he could address the issues raised in the email below.
“To be honest I despair at the ostensible lack of action (or pride in their work) by Dublin
City Council in maintaining the trees and general planting and the control of weeds in
the Rathmines/ Ranelagh area. The COVID situation should no longer hamper outdoor
work. This is in complete contrast to for example the proactive initiatives by the council
in Blackrock and Dun Laoghaire areas. In these areas there are more seating options
and attractive planting. There is practically zero maintenance and many overgrown
trees and weeds in the Rathmines/Ranelagh area.

I am struggling to understand why this situation is allowed to prevail and my fear is that
the plants and weeds will get so out of control that they will be simply removed one
day.
Please explain what is happening and clarify what the council is doing in this area.
Please do not quote Covid as a justification in your response - this is outdoor work and
other councils have risen admirably to the challenge.”
Q.67

Councillor James Geoghegan
To ask the Area Manager if he could address the issues raised in the email below.
Subject: Re: Mount Pleasant Avenue Upper
Dear James, we have just learned that Rathmines is going to become a dedicated bus
corridor with no access for residential cars. We would ask you to support the reopening
of access via Mountpleasant Avenue Upper for residents of Mountpleasant Avenue
Lower, Richmond Hill, Bessborough Parade, Mountpleasant Terrace and Bannaville.
Moving the no entry point from the junction of Richmond Hill to the end of the Avenue
at the canal would be a simple fix for everyone for the future. It would leave the whole
avenue connected for residents and commuter cyclists while cutting off all commuter
car traffic in both directions. Many thanks for your consideration of this idea.

Q.68

Councillor James Geoghegan
To ask the Area Manager, further to my question to the Chief Executive in April if he
can provide a copy (by email) of each of the filed court documents in proceedings
bearing court reference number 2020/111 JR and 2020/112 JR respectively which
have been opened in court and which have concluded in the delivery of a judgment; if
he could also provide a copy of the Notice of Appeal filed to the Court of Appeal in
respect of the appeal of these proceedings.

Q.69

Councillor Carolyn Moore
To ask the area manager for a timeline for repair, works and maintenance on the pond
in Palmerston Park. How regularly is the pond cleared of refuse, mud and other debris;
how regularly are water levels maintained or reinstated; and what is the timeline for
repairing the fountain?

Q.70

Councillor Carolyn Moore
To ask the area manager if waste bins can be installed at key points along Leinster
Road. As a main thoroughfare to and from Rathmines the street is currently subjected
to heavy littering.

Q.71

Councillor Carolyn Moore
To ask the area manager if a waste bin, dog poo bin, or awareness signage directing
dog walkers to nearby bins can be placed at St Clare’s Avenue? The street has
become a dumping spot for bagged dog poo in recent months (see attached).

Q.72

Councillor Carolyn Moore
To ask the area manager if the open green space beside the health centre on Crumlin
Road (opposite Crumlin Shopping Centre) could be leased to a community group in
order to create a community garden or allotments. The space lacks direct access and
has been unused for many years.

Q.73

Councillor Carolyn Moore
To ask the area manager if a meeting with residents of Raphoe Road could be
arranged with a view to making improvements to the street, including the addition of
greenery and planting and traffic calming measures

Q.74

Councillor Carolyn Moore
To ask the area manager to outline specifically what plans are in place in the South
East Area to deal with the spectrum of illegal and/or antisocial behaviours associated
with Halloween but which local residents find they are now dealing with from July to
October. These behaviours include but are not limited to fireworks, bonfires, hoarding
of rubbish for bonfires, and are already having an enormous impact on the mental
health and wellbeing of local residents, particularly elderly residents and those with
small children and pets.

Q.75

Councillor Carolyn Moore
To ask the area manager what can be done to deal with the marked increase in antisocial behaviour in Mount Argus Park in recent months, including drinking, drug taking,
public defecation, and hostile and aggressive behaviour towards families and other
park users.

Q.76

Councillor Hazel Chu
To ask the manager for the continuation of pedestrianisation on the side of
Sandymount Green that has been pedestrianised?"

Q.77

Councillor Hazel Chu
To ask the manager of plans for traffic calming for Dunville Avenue and surrounding
areas, for a mobility access space to be placed in front of the pharmacy that service
many users requiring disability access and to look at repairing of footpaths, and place
in safety measures for Church Road and Castlewood in light of the increase drop offs
for local facilities.

Q.78

Councillor Hazel Chu
To ask the manager of resurfacing of footpaths and cycle ways in various SEAC areas
including Orwell Road (around Marianella), Winton Road, Merrion Road and Nutley
Road.

Q.79

Councillor Hazel Chu
To ask the manager the status of plans of 24 cycle lane for Ranelagh and Rathmines.

Q.80

Councillor Pat Dunne
Regarding Double Yellow Lines - Could a review of roads be undertaken in Crumlin
with a view to adding yellow lines? Parking is occurring on many street corners and
making it dangerous for pedestrians, cyclists and drivers. The yellow lines will serve
as a reminder to drivers that they cannot park there. A list of corners can be supplied
if it would expedite this process.

Q.81

Councillor Pat Dunne
After the recent successful mattress recycling event in Rosary College, could we look
at a trial run before Halloween the placement of skips to reduce household dumping?
This scheme has been successful for a number of years in the South Central Area.

Q.82

Councillor Pat Dunne
Regarding the 83 bus terminus at Stannaway Avenue - Could DCC contact Dublin Bus
to ask for the terminus bus shelter to be reinstated? There are many senior citizens
complexes close by, and with the winter coming on, it would be important that people
would be able to shelter from the rain.

